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6:30p Check-in/Free Time

All Leaders

- Check-in will be happening in the lobby (Amy). Direct kids to
drop off their bedding and bags in room 105, and head to the
kids room for games (may have outside games as well.)
- Free Time - Charmelle, Issac, Noah, Zane with the kids
- Tina, Ashley and Jeremy will be setting up the nacho bar and
drinks for the kids during free time.

7:00p Dinner Time

All Leaders

- Nacho Bar! Leaders will serve nachos to kids in containers,
and pass out drinks.
- Kids will eat outside on the patio.
- Make sure a large trash can is outside for all of the trash.

7:30p Bathroom/Water Break

All Leaders

- Have all the kids go inside. Take the kids to the bathrooms and
water fountains for a break before service.
- Bring all the kids back in for the service time.

7:45p Service: Welcome/Announcements
Welcome kids - Introduce #Lock-in theme - What's your #?
-TT - God can change any # to #blessed.

7:47p Service: Rules
Play Rules Video
- Pick kids to say rules with a sucker in their mouths. Best rules
wins a prize!

7:51p Service: Game Time 1
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- Choose two kids for each round. Hand them a small dry erase in bg
board and a marker.
- A picture will come up on the screen and the kids will have to
come up with a funny hashtag for the picture and write it on their
dry erase board.
- Give them 10 seconds to come up with a hashtag.
- After the 10 seconds they must reveal their hashtag to the
audience.
-The audience will vote on which hashtag is the funniest.
- Give the winner a prize.
- Play more rounds choosing two new kids for each round.

7:58p Service: VIP's

Fun

- Bring up on the stage all kids who are first time guests and the music
friends who brought them.
in bg
- Ask them for their name, age and a silly question.
- Give all of the them prizes from the large prize bucket

VIP Slide Tina
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8:03p Service: Worship Song 1

This is our choreography
time Lyric team
Video

This is our Time

8:07p Service: Worship Song 2

Real Love
Lyric
Video

Real Love

8:11p Service: Game Time 2
Game: Match the Emoji
(Supplies needed: bag of blown up yellow emoji balloons and
bucket of papers with emojis on them. Dump the bag of balloons
out at the back of the room before beginning the game.)
- Choose 2 kids to play in each round.
- The leader will pull an emoji out of the bucket and show it to
both of the kids.
- When the leader says go, the kids will race down to the
balloons to try to find the balloon that has an emoji that matches.
- The first kid to bring back the balloon with the correct emoji
face on it wins. Give them a prize.
- Play several rounds choosing new kids for each round.

8:18p Service: Message and Wrap-up
Message - What's your #? See attachment for full message.
Salvation and Closing Prayer

8:33p Instructions for games/activities
- Kids will break up into two groups. 1st-2nd grade and 3rd-6th
grade
- 1st-2nd grade will go outside for outdoor games first.
- 3rd-6th grade will stay inside for indoor activities.
- The groups will switch at the designated time.
- Outdoor games leaders - Charmelle, Noah, Issac, Zane
- Indoor games/activities leaders - Tina, Ashley, Jeremy

8:38p Bathroom/Water Break
Allow kids to get some water or go to the bathroom. Leaders
should go with the kids and stay down by the bathrooms until all
of the kids have returned to the kid's room.
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8:43p Outdoor Game Time
Outdoor Games: (Supplies needed: glow sticks, two hashtags,
hash tag stickers, cones, giant emoji volleyball)
- Before beginning the games, break the group into two teams
(boys vs. girls may be the easiest unless the numbers are a lot
different.) Give the teams two different colors of glow sticks to
wear so every one will know who is on each team. Setup cones
down the center of the field to create two sides.
Outdoor game Leaders - Charmelle, Issac, Noah, Zane
Game 1: Capture the Hashtag
-Give each team a hashtag they will be trying to protect from the
other team. They cannot hold it but they can guard it. Have the
teams go to different sides of the field.
- The game will be played similar to capture the flag.
- Once a kid has crossed over to the other teams' side of the
field they can be tagged.
- If a kid is tagged on the opposite team's side, they must sit
down until someone from their team tags them back in.
- The object of the game is to capture the other team's hashtag
and successfully get it to your team's side of the field to win!
- Play multiple rounds if the first one goes quickly.
Game 2: Giant Emoji Volleyball
- The kids will once again stand in teams on either side of the
cones on the field. The cones will act as the "net" for volleyball.
- One of the leaders will throw the giant volley ball out to one of
the teams and they must hit it over the cones to the other team.
- The object of the game is to keep the volleyball in the air and
pass it between the two teams.
- If a team drops the volleyball on their side, that's a point for the
other team.
- Play to 10 points.
Game 3: Hashtag Tag
- Choose one kid or leader to be it for the first round. Give them
a sheet or two of hashtag stickers.
- They will tag other kids by successfully sticking a hashtag
sticker on them.
- Once a kid has been hashtagged they must sit down.
- Keep playing until everyone has been hashtagged.
- If time, remove all the hashtag stickers and choose someone
else to be it for a new round.
(After 30 minutes, or when Pastor Corinne prompts you send
the kids in for a bathroom/water break. You will get another set
of kids after the 5 minute break.)

9:13p Bathroom/Water Break
Allow kids to get some water or go to the bathroom. Leaders
should go with the kids and stay down by the bathrooms until all
of the kids have returned to the kid's room.
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9:18p Indoor Activities

fun

(During the water/bathroom breaks leaders should be setting up music
round tables with table cloths and chairs for Emoji Bingo and
in bg
DIY Emoji Cookies.)
Indoor Activities Leaders - Tina, Ashley, Jeremy
Activity 1: Emoji Bingo - Tina leading
- Each kid will have their own bingo card and emoji markers.
- The leader will put up an emoji on the screen.
- If the kids have that emoji on their card, they can mark it.
- When a kid has bingo they should jump up and say emoji! Give
them a prize.
- Play several rounds. Have the kids clear their cards and switch
their card with someone else for each new round.
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Activity 2: DIY Emoji Cookies
- Clear the bingo cards and markers off the tables before putting
the cookie supplies on the table.
- Give each kid a round sugar cookie on a plate and a plastic
knife. Each table should have yellow frosting and sprinkles for
kids to decorate their emoji cookies.
- Allow the kids to eat their cookies when they are finished.
Activity 3: Photobooth/Free time
- Open up the photobooth for pictures. Ashley and Jeremy there
helping the kids and taking pictures of them.
- Open up video games and games for the kids to play.
(After 30 minutes, or when Pastor Corinne prompts you, the kids
will take a water and bathroom break before the next activity.)

9:48p Get Ready for Bed

Fun

- Have all kids change into whatever they are sleeping in.
music
- Have the kids take a bathroom/water break, and go to get their in bg
bedding and and anything they will need for sleeping from the
1st-2nd grade room.
- Boys will sleep on the right side of the room, and the girls will
sleep on the left. Have the kids make up their beds.
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10:03p Popcorn Bar

All Leaders

(While the kids are getting their beds ready, leaders can begin
setting up the popcorn bar on a table on the stage.) - Tina,
Ashley, Jeremy
- Call the kids to line up for the popcorn based on when they
have their beds ready and pjs on.
- Once the kid have gotten their bowls of popcorn and drink
packet have them go back to their beds.

10:18p Movie 1
Lights will go down for The Emoji Movie
- We will have an Intermission at 45 minutes into the movie for
all kids to go to the bathroom to brush their teeth and throw
away any trash before bed.

All leaders

The Emoji
Movie
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11:58p Movie 2 (if kids are still awake)

Wreck it
Ralph

We will Wreck it Ralph if there are still a lot of kids awake.
- Lights out and all kids will be expected to sleep when the
movie is over.

1:33a Kids Sleeping
We will keep the lights out and the kids sleeping until 8:00am
unless they are being picked up early.

7:00a Leaders wake up and prepare breakfast

All Leaders

Leaders will wake up at 7. All leaders will help set up the cereal
bar for the kids outside.

8:00a Wake up kids
- We will wake the kids up and require them to get dressed and
clean up their stuff before going to the cereal bar.
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All leaders

Cartoons All Leaders

- We will dismiss kids to go outside to the cereal bar on the patio
when they have gotten dressed, packed up, and cleaned up the
kids room.
- Leaders will serve the kids cereal and milk.
- Kids will eat their cereal outside and keep all trash outside.
- Bring a large trash can outside for the kids to put their trash in.

8:45a Kids Check Out
- At this time, all kids should be gathering their personal items
and leaving with their parents.

9:00a Clean up

All Leaders

All leaders should make sure that everything is cleaned and
picked up from the lock-in.
- Check the bathrooms - do a spot clean and clean up trash.
- Check 1st and 2nd grade room and any other classrooms used
- spot clean and clean up trash - take trash to dumpster
- Clean up kids room - take trash to dumpster
- Clean up patio and back lawn - hose off and scrub patio if
necessary, clean up any trash and take to dumpster
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